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1 EORI in Wyoming
2 EOR Issues in Wyoming








• Legislatively mandated & funded
• Relocated from Laramie to Casper
• Data platform
• Screening tools to down-select
• Modeling












EOR Issues in Wyoming
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EOR Experience/Issues in Wyoming
•Hydraulic Fracturing






• 2010 - First U.S. state to implement 
comprehensive rule 
• Chemical disclosure on a well by well basis
• Permit required prior to commencement of 
drilling
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Permitting on BLM & State Land
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Permitting on BLM & State Land
But on a unit, section, or 
project scale…
…the permitting obligations 
can triple – local, State, and 
Federal, which can take years 
to complete
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Greater Sage Grouse (GSG)
• 2005 F&W ruled GSG not 
threatened & not warranted 
listing Endangered Species Act
• 2007 lawsuit F&W suggest GSG 
is endangered
• 2008 creation of Wyoming Sage 
Grouse Conservation
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Greater Sage Grouse (GSG)
GSG Core Areas limit if and 





• Flaring of >100mcf/day/well requires a 
permit
• Permit requires some form of 
remediation, usually re-injection 
(disposal, storage, or EOR) or capture 
and sale
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EORI New Research 
wyomingoutdoorcouncil.org
• All ROZ aspects
• Drilling & Completions 
• Shale & ultra-tight sand model – geological and reservoir engineering 
• Pressure maintenance & flooding – based on drive mechanism
• Optimum production & drawdown– based on drive mechanism
• Effect of shutting in vs. future performance– based on drive mechanism
• Optimum horizontal drilling patterns & spacing
• Understanding of development of stacked unconventional plays





• BLM & State Land
• GSG




Compare where development is desired 
(APD, permits)…to BLM land
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Summary
Compare where development is desired (APD, 
permits)…to GSG Core Areas
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Summary
Compare where development is desired 
(APD, permits)…to infrastructure for flaring
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Summary
Compare where development is desired (APD, permits)…to 
all the collective restrictions…
…development is severely hampered…the science is the science, 
but without the public will and regulatory framework to allow the 




New Research includes Western Governor’s Association 
EOR Initiative and research with operators:
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EORI New Research 
wyomingoutdoorcouncil.org
The 10th Annual Wyoming EOR CO2 Conference
July 12, 13, 14, 2016 at the Casper Events Center
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